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Ethnobiology of Corals and
Coral Reefs
Series: Ethnobiology
First ever compendium of human-coral interactions ever to be published;
there are no similar books, making it particularly unique to the field of
ethnobiology
The book will be balanced with interesting coverage appropriate to a general,
well-educated audience as well as to scholars in ethnobiology
Approximately 50 color photos ranging from underwater to beautiful historic
pieces of coral jewelry from various cultures and periods
This book explores the ethnobiology of corals by examining the various ways in which humans,
past and present, have exploited and taken care of coral and coralline habitats. This book will
1st ed. 2015, XVIII, 240 p. 73 illus., 60
illus. in color.
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Softcover
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bring the educated general audience closer to corals by exploring the various circumstances of
human-coral coexistence by providing scientifically sound and jargon-free perspectives and
experiences from across the globe. Corals are a vital part of the marine environment since they
promote and sustain marine and global biodiversity while providing numerous other
environmental and cultural services. Countless valuable coral conservation efforts are published
in academic and general audience venues on a daily basis. However relevant, few of these
reports show a direct, deeper understanding of the intimate relationship between people and
corals throughout the world’s societies. Ethnobiology of Corals and Coral Reefs establishes an
intimate bond between the audience and the wonder of corals and their importance to
humankind.

eBook
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Order online at springer.com / or for the Americas call (toll free) 1-800-SPRINGER /
or email us at: customerservice@springernature.com. / For outside the Americas call +49 (0) 6221-345-4301 /
or email us at: customerservice@springernature.com.
The first € price and the £ and $ price are net prices, subject to local VAT. Prices indicated with [1] include VAT for
books; the €(D) includes 7% for Germany, the €(A) includes 10% for Austria. Prices indicated with [2] include VAT for
electronic products; 19% for Germany, 20% for Austria. All prices exclusive of carriage charges. Prices and other
details are subject to change without notice. All errors and omissions excepted. [3] No discount for MyCopy.
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